
Cute FIMO Easter bunnies

A different kind of Easter bunny? Look at these cute minimalistic Easter bunnies! 
Minimalist Easter decor with a few branches and simple Easter bunnies not only looks pretty, but is also quick and

easy to make yourself.

This way you can easily and stylishly decorate your Easter table. Matching fabric napkins, pretty candles and
stoneware complete this simple look.

20 MIN

https://www.staedtler.com/ca/en/


Step-by-step tutorial

For a bunny, you need one piece of FIMO soft white and
half a block of FIMO soft in the colour of your choice. We
chose muted nude tones like pale pink and sahara
because we want to create a natural, minimalistic look.
You can of course also make the bunnies in bright
colours or soft pastel colours. 

Now knead the white piece until it softens a little and roll
it out into a long piece. Cut two approx. 1 cm long pieces
off the long strip and shape them into a cone. Press the
cone flat and make small, pointed bunny ears out of it. 

Now cut off a piece of FIMO soft pale pink to make the
bunny’s head, knead it slightly until it's softer and shape
it into a ball with your hands. 

Now pierce through the centre of the ball with a beading
needle. Then widen the hole a little so that the cord can
be pulled through easily later.
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Repeat the same with 2 pieces of FIMO soft pale pink,
which become the bunny belly. 

Now attach the ears to the smaller ball by pressing them
against the head from behind. 

Use the beading needle to hang both balls over an
ovenproof glass. The ball should float freely in the air in
order to avoid pressure marks when hardening. 

Harden your pendants in the oven for 30 minutes at
110°C / 230° F top/bottom heat and then allow them cool
down properly.
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Use the Lumocolor permanent marker to draw the bunny
face and draw the cord through the balls. Knot the cord
at the top and bottom and your rounded bunny is ready.
Happy Easter!
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Material overview



What you need

Product Article no. Quantity

FIMO  soft 8020 Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product white 8020-0 1

FIMO  soft 8020 Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product pale pink 8020-43 1

FIMO  soft 8020 Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product sahara 8020-70 1

Lumocolor  permanent pen 318 Permanent universal pen F - Single
product black

318-9 1

Additionally required:

Baking paper, String, Ovenproof glass
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